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CRITICAL ISSUES (critical, high severity): 0
Critical and harmful access for owners, user block ability, Bugs, and vulnerabilities that enable
theft of funds, lock access to funds without possibility to restore it or lead to any other loss of
funds to be transferred to any party.

ERRORS, BUGS AND WARNINGS (medium, low severity): 0
Bugs can negatively affect the usability of a program, errors that can trigger a contract failure, Lack of
necessary security precautions, other warnings for owners and users, warning codes that are valid
code but the compiler thinks are suspicious.
OPTIMIZATION (low severity): 0
Methods to decrease the cost of transactions in Smart-Contract.

RECOMMENDATIONS (low severity): 1
Hints and tips to improve contract functionality and trustworthiness.

Conclusion:
The FIRE COIN Smart-Contract were found to have no vulnerabilities, no backdoors, and no scam scripts.

The code was tested with compatible compilers and simulate manually
reviewer for all commonly known and specific vulnerabilities.
So FIRE COIN Smart-Contract is safe for use in the Polygon Mainnet Network.
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Owner privileges (low severity):
The owner has access to the functions:
excludeFromReward
includeInReward
excludeFromFee
includeInFee
setTaxFeePercent
setLiquidityFeePercent
setMaxTxAmount
setSwapAndLiquifyEnabled
Sweep
The owner has the permission to exclude/include addresses from rewards/fees.
Enable/disable the swap system. change the fees. Change the maximum allowed transfer
amount and also other privileged functions.
Solution:
The owner can renounce the ownership and remove the owners’ privileges.

Independent description of the smart-contract functionality
Fire is a token on the Matic network, It has a total supply of 25,000,000 FIRE, its
symbol is (FIRE), and has 9 decimals. To periodically increase its price to take
token burning to guarantee the rise of the price.
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Launch Date: Thu August 03 2021

Token Info (all information based on audit date)
Total Supply: 25,000,000 FIRE
Holders: 1 address
Burn: Enabled
Owner: 4%
Name: FIRE TOKEN
Symbol: FIRE
Decimals: 9
Contract: 0x837081d1b886365e4c0024d0c3a7362c11368ac8

Maximum Transaction Amount
The maximum number of token transactions for users is specified by the owner.
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DISCLAIMER:
This audit is only to the Smart-Contract code at the specified address.
FIRE TOKEN:
https://polygonscan.com/address/0x837081d1b886365e4c0024d0c3a7362c11368ac8

The audit makes no statements or warranties about the suitability or sustainability of
the business model or regulatory regime for the business model. Do take in
consideration that you are doing all financial actions & transactions at your own risk,
especially if you are dealing with high-risk projects / Dapps.
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If you are interested in developing/auditing Smart-Contracts, please contact us.

All official info available:
Website: https://www.powersoli.com
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/PowerSoli_Audit

